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I first went to Carigara, a provincial town in Leyte in the Philippines in July 1990. I 

have been going ever since. The poems and images in this collection have been 

born of it and the thoughts and emotions it triggered in me.  

 

It has changed itself in thirty years, not always for the better (‘progress’ can be 

brutal ugly), and it has been changed – not least by the devastation of Super-

Typhoon Yolanda in November 2013. I also feel an urgency to record these things 

now. The Carigara I saw in December 2018 is already removed from the one I 

have known. But it is still focused on two natural rhythms; the daily rituals of fish-

ing and fish trading, and the rice growing seasons. So for now, as for centuries,  

people, earth and sea remain intimately connected ….. 

 

Of course, I have changed too, but Carigara is a constant source of inspiration for 

me. I guess that makes us connected too, this distant, foreign town and I.  

 

Occasionally I use Waray and Tagalog words I picked up on the way (words I 

would have heard in Carigara) and passing reference to ideas that lie near the 

heart of Filipino identity. I’ve used them here, not to appropriate them, but  

because their shapes and sounds carry the intonation of place.  

 

They are associations I have kept, like souvenirs in my pocket, as if they were 

shells picked up from Carigara Bay and its lava black beaches. Hold them to your 

ear: maybe you will hear the sounds of ‘Gara too.  

 

Simon Bird  

April 2019 

 



 
 
 

PAWIKAN 
 
 

When you woke your hair was spread  

across the crumpled whiteness of the bed 

in deep obsidian waves 

and rivulets and eddies seemed to say  

I have been at play… 

 

Yet your eyes spoke with salted whispers  

of an ocean swell,  

of ancients that were hard to hold; 

though you had tried;  

 

but so relentless was their flight, so big, so strong, 

you could grip no longer. 

 

It seemed to anguish you then, 

setting you adrift among the sheets, 

your carapace of hair,  

cradling your face, 

as if this letting go were your failing 

 

 disquiet come with morning,  

ebbed as sun struck tide on hard wood floor  

to make a distant sea  

so smooth, it looked, impenetrable,  

impossible to swim,  

as water never can be, 

but which this,  

this was. Unreachable. 

 

And I beside you, lost in wonder  

tormented and enthralled 

by the glinting in your eyes, 

and the distances you travelled. 



SEA AND SKY : DIPTYCH 
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CONNECTED FORM : MARINE 
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Acrylic on paper 



MAUPAY NGA AGA 

 

 

The sun is not yet broken,  

its yolk awaits beyond the hills.  

 

A yawning boy unhitches a rope. 

A line stretched taught, 

it holds the yellow banka from the tide.  

 

Barely woken he wades,  

pulls the boat round.  

 

Low on the shallows it glides  

caressing lips of gentle water  

soft as capiz light.  

 

He hops up. Sat upon the side,  

one foot on a bamboo outrigger, 

 

he balances, 

the other he trails,  

trails in those tender waves. 

 

Then, with the short oar, he pushes  

pushes from the nippa  

 

hut and shore, making distance  

till he lies full stretch, out in the bay 

hidden in the banka, sun unbroken 

   

to sleep – to drift,  

to drift and sleep to Samar. 
 
 



SEA AND SKY : DIPTYCH II 
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Acrylic on canvas 



POBLACION 

 

They pass between the lolling palms, 

stripes on cobalt sky and palest cement: 

 

Rice gatherers first, on rubber shoes, 

hats titled from the heaving sun; 

the carabao led by rope,  

wishing she was half-sunk at the water’s edge;  

 

threads of buses, candy dust  

caught in high sun, trucks  

with wakes and mountain crates  

of rattled beer, pushing for Tacloban  

 

from Ormoc or vice-versa.  

Tin-pot mopeds swerving through  

the pedicabs piled up with kids 

breaking out from school; cockerels carried off to fight, 

 

by boys in basketball shirts  

that sport the names of Giants.  

Distant dreams 

of places they have never seen, but only talked about. 

 

The family – all six on one motorbike, 

toddler balanced on Dad’s hands  

as he steers. The child like a figurehead  

burbling good fortune, cleaving passage, with a prayer  

 

for the others cling on in line  

from Mum and babe in arms to junior  

and a piglet bringing up the rear  

trussed to bamboo poles. 

 

They all pass.  

Paintings and reflections 

on the jeepneys stainless sides. 

‘Susmariajosep …. 

 



CALGARA : SANTA CRUZ 
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Acrylic on paper 



ADAM and EVE  (MALAKAS at MAGANDA) 

 

‘I have,’ he said, ‘few dreams left. 

None are worthy of the effort.' 

'I am no planter of gardens. 

Let me lie back, under the coco palm, 

staring at the sky-screen far below, 

wondering how I stick 

ghekko to the ceiling. 

Wishing I could just fall off.’ 

 

But she did not reply; 

stitched instead a canopy 

from dessicated leaves and twine, 

laid one on top of every other, 

roof tiles fashioned all about the bamboo slats, to frame  

a hut, that kept away the restlessness of water 

as it rolled between the heaving rocks 

and splashed their laughing children. 

 



DNA 

 

 

Under a tile pitched roof, 

sheltered side by side 

from typhoon wind, they come 

to bless with backs of hands; 

cakes for me 

rice and buko,  

rich for you. 

 

They sit. Tell us what they do. 

Play the games we taught: 

gin rummy, knock-out-whist, 

mah-jong.  

whisper our remembrances. 

  

We made them, 

laughing tight against our chests, 

mixed and held 

in universal twists,  

patterns that forever stretch,  

repeating and re-forming 

after and before us. 

 



MOUNTAIN EATER  
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Acrylic on paper 



THE BRIDGE 

 

 

I  

 

 

  Something lost is buried here....some concussion  

  trapped in mud and silt. I feel it  

  as I pass. It becomes a solid thing. 

  The splits and splints of it are like the skeleton bridge 

  girded and riveted and buckled  

  struts with piercing holes;  

 

             stigmata in 

steel, 

             sunk into earth and 

drowned  

              under river,  

           entombed in weed that weeps seawards,  

         dragged by current. If I could reach 

down.  

                        Grasp it. 

If iron might bleed  

 

rust would seep through my hands  

breath  

rough with rasping,  

would pass, a slipping in  

and slipping out  

of soul, of blood and guts  

and breath-ooze  

among the mangrove roots. 

 

 



II 

 

but now I get it : as I 

pass along the bridge. 

It’s bayonette or knife 

that sets my teeth on 

edge 

screaming ground, 

tyre, tank and tread,   

rifle butt  

 

and boot.  

The bayonette is  

twisted, nothing more. 

No...  

 

...wait. 

Deep into a running 

back. Between the 

vertebrae and neck. 

  

A severing.  

The bridge between 

them—enemy and 

friend. 

 

Boot square blade 

withdrawn and wiped 

upon the grass 

 

and thrown. 

Down below the 

bridge. 

Nothing more.  



III 

 

Nothing more. 

A bridge between us, enemy  

and friend. Once  

 

sure. 

Now nothing more. 

A black line in the mud. 

 

A fleeting 

as I pass. Just water under the bridge. 

Water that has flown this way before,  

 

and may again, so  

overlooked. 

Concussion trapped in silt. 



CONNECTED FORMS 
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Acrylic on paper 



 
ANGELUS  

 
 
 

The day is baked. 

Colossal clouds as galleons  

drift across the bay.  

 

Rain may play conquistador , 

confessor priest, or samurai  

or Uncle Joe. They all come. 

 

They all go, but the denouement is this – 

brutal heat still hangs about  

with the clouds and tides 

 

dipping in.   

pulling out. 

Like Nag su sud-sud. Like Na-mamangti 

 

old prayers ascending  

up above the roofs. The same clouds  

still eat older mountains. 

 

Do you not hear these echoes? Old things going? 

Nag-ta-, nagta-, nag-ta 

tanum, : each one placed by hand. 

 

Faded drumming.  

I concede it was back-breaking in the heat. 

So now the rain comes it’s relief  

 

like a bell breaking silence.   

Or is it? 

Is more rain what you need?   

 

Still;  

the Angelus sounds.   

 



EARTH AND SEA 
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Acrylic on paper 



ANGELUS II : ASK NOT ... 

 

The steps into the water disappear.  

I cannot see where my feet might lead me.  

I cannot see my feet. 

 

Only the clang of the rain 

and the splash of that bell. 

 

But I will stand here looking westward  

whence I came. Waiting for the rain and bell  

to end.I know they will. 

 



A glossary of Waray and Tagalog words used in the text : 

 

Pawikan – turtle 

Maupay nga Aga— Good morning 

Banka – canoe-like boat with bamboo outriggers 

Capiz – mother-of-pearl, polished until semi-translucent, traditionally used in  

windows rather than glass 

Nippa – coconut palm fronds used as building material 

Samar—neighbouring island to Leyte 

Carabao – water buffalo 

Pedicab—a sort of motorised tricycle taxi for two (or more) passengers 

Jeepney—reconditioned and elongated WWII jeeps used as buses, typically elabo-

rately decorated with religious and other symbols 

‘Susmariajosep : is a form of exasperation/cursing, the closest equivalent being 

‘Jesus, Mary, Jospeh and all the saints’ 

Buko – young coconut 

Malakas at Maganda – the Strong and the Beautiful ; the Filipino ‘first man’ and 

‘first woman’ in pre-Christian legend 

Nag su sud-sud – fishing with hand held nets/ guiding fish in with your feet 

Na-mamangti – collecting cockles at low tide by hand 

Nag-tatanum – (the repeated action) of planting rice 

 

 

Cover image : Mountain Eater II , 11.3N 124.7E 

Acrylic and ink on paper 

 

Follow me on Instagram @simonbirdart, on Twitter @simonbirdartist , or on my 
website  www.simonbirdart.com 
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